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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let r, s E Z with rs # 0 and r* + 4s # 0. Let uo, ui E Z, not both zero, and 
defineu,=ru,,_i+su,_2,m=2,3,... . Then we have, by a fundamental re- 
sult in the theory of recurrence sequences (see Theorem Cl in [ST], p. 33), 
(1) um=uom+@Y (m=O,l,...), 
where a,P are the roots of x2 -rx-s and a=(uoP-ui)/(P--a), b= 
(~1 - u~a)l(P - a). We suw ose that o/p is not a root of unity and ab # 0. 
Then {u~}~=~ is called a non-degenerate binary recurrence sequence. For any 
rational integer k, let P(k) denote the greatest prime factor of k with the con- 
vention that P(0) = P(f1) = 1 and let Q(k) denote the greatest square-free 
divisor of k with the convention that Q(0) = Q(+l) = 1. In 1921, Polya [Po] 
proved that there exist infinitely many primes which divide some term u,. In 
1934, Mahler [M] proved, by a p-adic generalization of the Thue-Siegel theo- 
rem, that P(um) -+ 00 as m -+ co. In 1967, Schinzel [SC] proved the first lower 
bound for P(u,,,), namely 
P(um) > clmc2, 
where cl > 0 is an effectively computable number depending on the sequence 
{u,,,}~=~ and c2 > 0 is an effectively computable absolute constant. 
In 1982, Stewart [St21 proved 
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l/k4 + 1) 1 I4 
and Q(u~) > c3 
whenever m > ~4, where di = [Q(a) : Q] an d ~3, c4 > 0 are effectively comput- 
able numbers depending only on a and b. Earlier in 1976, Stewart [Stl] proved 
the above inequality for the case when di = 1. 
In 1984, Shorey [S] proved that 
P(A) > c5( gd’+‘) 
whenever m > n, m 2 c(j, un # 0, where ~5, cg > 0 are effectively computable 
numbers depending on the sequence {u~}~=~. 
In 1990, Petho [PI, utilizing the results of Yu [Y2], generalized Shorey’s result 
[Sl] to binary recurrence sequences, whose terms are algebraic integers in an 
algebraic number field. 
The purpose of the present paper is, relying on the recent paper of Yu [Y3] 
on linear forms in p-adic logarithms, to improve upon and generalize the re- 
sults mentioned above. To state Petho’s result and our results, we introduce the 
following notation. Let a, b be algebraic numbers and X, p be algebraic integers 
with abXp # 0, and let 
(2) K = Q(a, b, A, ,u), d = [K : Q]. 
Suppose that 
(3) X/p is not a root of unity. 
Let 
x,=aXm+bpm (m=O,l,...). 
Let 0~ be the ring of algebraic integers in K. For a, p E K, write (o), (a, p) for 
the fractional ideals generated by (L: and by CK, ,B, respectively. For a fractional 
ideal A in K and a prime ideal p in 0~, denote by ord, A the exponent of 63 in 
the prime ideal decomposition of A. We define P(d) and Q(d) by 
P(d) = max{p: p is a prime number lying below some prime ideal 
p in 0~ at which ord,d > 0}, 
Q(d) = the product of all distinct rational primes lying below 
some prime ideals 63 in OK at which ord,d > 0, 
and P(d) = Q(d) = 1 if ord, A < 0 for all prime ideals 63 in OK. Further, let ho 
be the least positive rational integer such that (Xh,pb) is a principal ideal. 
Note that we have ho I hi (see [ST], p. 19, Corollary A.3), where hi is the class 
number of K. Petho’s [P] theorem implies that 
> c7m I/W+ 1) 
whenever m > n > C8, where E = 1 if err@ E K and E = 2 otherwise, and 
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~7, cg > 0 are effectively computable numbers depending on d, a, b, A, ,u, hK and 
RK, where RK is the regulator of K. Here we prove the following two theorems. 
Theorem 1. There exist eflectively computable positive numbers Cl and C2 de- 
pending on d, a, b, A, p and ho such that 
> C,m’lk-++l) 
whenever m > n 2 0, x, # 0 with m > C2. Zf ho = 1, then Cl and C2 depend only 
on d, a, b. 
Theorem 2. There exist efectively computable positive numbers C3,, . . , Cc de- 
pending only on d, a, b, ho such that 
P((x,)) > C3m”(d+1) and Q((x~)) > Cs 
whenever m > C4 and m > Ce, respectively. 
Remark. It is readily seen that we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
(4) a,b E OK. 
Thus in the sequel we always assume (2) (3) and (4), unless indicated otherwise. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this and the next sections, we denote by cl, ~2, . . . effectively computable 
positive numbers depending only on d, a and b. This section will be devoted to 
introduce some results, which are crucial to the proof of our Theorems. Denote 
by al,... , a, algebraic numbers, not 0 or 1, and by log oi , . . . , log (Y, we mean 
fixed determinations of the logarithms. We write Log z for the principal value of 
logarithm of nonzero z E C, i.e., Im Log z E (-n, rr], and for positive real x we 
write logx for Logx as usual. Let K = Q(cq, . . . , an) and d = [K : Q]. For an 
algebraic number (Y of degree k, we define the logarithmic absolute height of cy 
by 
h(c-u) = ilog a0 fi max(l,]o(j) 
j=l 
where a0 > 0 is the leading coefficient of the minimal polynomial of (Y over 2 
anda(1)=cr,a(2),...,(Y(k) are the conjugates of o. Write 
h’(a) = max(h(o), 1 loga]/d, l/d). 
For the linear form L(zi, . . , z,) = bl z1 + . . . + bnznr where bl, . . . , b, E 2, not 
all zero, we define 
max(]bi], . . . , Ibnl) 
g.c.d.(b,,. . .,b,) 
Then we have 
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Lemma 1 ([SW]). IfA = L(logot , . . . , logo,) # 0, then 
log IAl > -C(n, d)h’(o,) . . . h’(a,)h’(L), 
where 
C(n, d) = 18(n + l)!n”+‘(32d)“+2 log(2nd). 
Denote by p a prime ideal in OK, lying above the rational prime p; write eP for 
the ramification index of p andf, for its residue class degree, so the norm of ga is 
Np = pfp. For cu E K, (Y # 0, denote by ord, a the exponent to which p divides 
the fractional ideal (o) generated by o and put ord, 0 = 00. Let B = 
max((bt 1, . . . , l&l, 3) and VI, . . . , V,, V be real numbers satisfying 
Lemma 2 ([Y3]). US = apl . . . CY,~” - 1 # 0, then we have 
(9 
ord, 8 < C VI . . . V,, log(4d2B) 
.max(log(213. 3n(n + 1)d3V),f,(logp)/n), 
(ii) ord, 8 < C’ 
2ni2 
V, . . . Vn((log(4d2B))2, 
where C > 0 and C’ > 0 are effectively computable numbers depending only on n. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are consequences of [Y3], Theorem 1’ and Theorem 4’, re- 
spectively. Cl 
We need the p-adic analogue of the Liouville inequality (see Yu [Y 11, p. 124). 
Lemma 3. Let /I E K and /? # 0. Then 
ord, P 5 g$j h(P). 
Remark. Lemma 3 implies Jord,PI 5 dh(p)/(f, log p), since h(P-‘) = h(P). 
ForyEK,denotebyy(1)=y,y(2),... , y@) the field conjugates of y. Write 
N(y) = N~,p(y) = my.. . ycd) for the field norm of y. 
Lemma 4. Let M = nyEI max(lX(j)(, Ip(j) Then 
M> l+co 
for some effectively computable positive number CQ depending only on d. 
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Proof. We may assume M < 2. By X, I_L E 0~\{0} and the inequality 
max(lN(41, IG)I) 5 M < 2, 
we have IN(X)] = IN(p)I = 1, whence X and b are units. Now X//J, E 0~ and is 
not a root of unity, whence by [ST], Lemma AS, we have IX/PI > 1 + CO for 
some effectively computable number CO > 0 depending only on d. Thus 
A4 = IN(p fi max 
(i 
$ 
‘1 > 
, 1 > max((X/pI, 1) > 1 + CO. 0 
j=I 
Lemma 5. We have x, # 0 whenever 
m > cl = cl (d, a, b) := max(2, (d/ log2)h(b/a), log lb/u\/ log( 1 + CO)). 
Proof. Suppose that x, = 0. We have (X/p)” = -b/a. Assume that X/p is not a 
unit and let p be a prime ideal such that ordp(X/p) # 0. Then, by Lemma 3, we 
have 
m<miordp(;)/ = /or&($)1 5 &h(a) 5 &h(i). 
Assume now X/p is a unit. Since X/p is not a root of unity, [ST], Lemma A.5 
yields IX/p] > 1 + CO. Thus lb/al = mm > (1 + ~0)~ and hence we obtain 
m < log Jb/al/log(l + CO). q 
Now we apply Lemma 1 to obtain an estimate for Ix:’ I. 
Lemma 6. Form > 0, we have 
max(]a(j)l, (b(j)l) . M” =: c2Mm. 
If x,,, # 0 and m >_ 3, then there exists c3 such that 
1x$( > (max(]X(j)l, [p(j)]))” exp(-cs 1ogMlogm) (j = 1,. . . ,d). 
Proof. From the definition of the field norm, 
]N(x,,,)] = ij (cz(+,(~))~ + b(j)(p(j))“‘( 
< 2d fi (max(l a(j)\, ]b(j)I)(max(lX(j)(, Ip(j)I) 
j=l 
= 
( 
2d fi max(la(j)l, lb(j)l) ’ iurn. 
j=l > 
Now we need only to prove the second inequality for j = 1, that is, for 
&I (‘)=x,=aX”+bp m. Without loss of generality, we may assume l,u( 2 1x1. 
We write 
(5) Ixrnl = PI Id’I-G4(V~l>” - 11. 
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Further, we may assume I(-u/~)(A/~)~ - 1) i 5. Observing (Logzl 5 212 - l( 
forzECwith]z-115 $,weget 
(6) I(-+)(A/P)m - 11 >_ i(Log(-a/b) +mLog(X/P) flLog(-l)] > 0, 
where t is a rational integer with (t( 5 m + 2 < m2. Now we have h’(-l) = r/d 
and 
(7) h/(-a/b) < max(h(a/b), ILog(-a/b)l/d, l/d) < ~4. 
We claim 
(8) h’(X/p) 5 c5 log M. 
To prove (8), let 1 be the degree of X/p over Q, a0 be the leading coefficient of the 
minima1 polynomial of X/p over 2. On observing that IN(p)IX/p E UK, we see 
that a0 <_ (N(p) 1 I. Hence 
Further, 
log IX/p/ 2 log fi max( (X(i)/cL(i)l, 1) = log(jN(~)I-’ . M) 5 log M, 
j=I 
similarly, we have log [p/Xl _< 1ogM. Thus I log IX/PI] I log M. NOW by Lemma 4 
(10) I 01 Log f <logM+rr< 1+ ( 7T log( 1 + co) 1 log M. 
On combining (9) and (lo), we obtain (8). Now, for the linear form 
L(zr, 22, z3) = ZI + mz2 + tz3 
we have h’(L) _< log m 2 = 2 log m. On applying Lemma 1 to the linear form in 
(6) with (7), (8) and then using (5), (6), we obtain the second inequality (for 
j = 1) of Lemma 6. This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 0 
Lemma 7. Suppose that x, # 0 and m 2 3. @“(A, CL) = (I), then 
ord, X,,, < cfj Pfp 
f,h3 PJ2 
log&I. (logm)2. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume ord, CL = 0, since (A, p) = (1). 
Now 
(11) 
{ 
ord,x,,, = ord,(-bb”((-a/b)(X/p)M - 1)) 
= ord,b + ord,((-a/b)(X/p)m - 1). 
By (9) and (lo), we can take VI, V2 and c7 such that 
(12) k’l = ~7 logp 2 max(h(-a/b), ILog(-a/b)], logp), 
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(13) v2 = ~7 logp 1ogM > max(WIA ILog (WI, lcw-4. 
By Lemma 3, we see that 
(14) ord, b 5 (d/ log2)h(b) 5 (d/ log2) max(h(a), h(b)). 
On applying part (ii) of Lemma 2 to ord,((-a/b)(X/p)” - 1) with (12), (13) and 
then using (1 l), (14), we obtain Lemma 7. 0 
Set Sm = llp~xb P ordpxm and 7, = nplxP 63 ordexm for m 2 0 with x,,, # 0. We 
have the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. Suppose that (A, p) = (1). Then there exists c8 > 0 such that 
iv(&) > Mm - cs’ogm 
whenever m > cl (dejined in Lemma 5). 
Proof. Let p be a prime ideal of 0~ such that p ) Xp. 
p ( A, pip or p [ A, 63 (p. In the first case, Lemma 
m > cl > (d/log2)h(b/a), give 
ord,(X”) 2 m > (d/log2)h(b/a) 2 ord,(b/a) 
Thus 
Since (A, CL) = 1, either 
3 and the assumption 
= ord,((b/a)p”). 
ord, x, = ord,(bhm) = ord, b 5 (d/log 2)h(b) 
In the second case a similar inequality holds. Thus if p ( Xp, then ord, x, < 
(d/ log2) max(h(a), h(b)) := cg. Hence 
w-m) = n NP)OrdpXm I 
PIG ( 
c9 
I-I N(P) I-I N(P) 
PlX MI@ > 
I (I~(~)IpyCL)OC9 5 M2c9. 
Now by Lemma 6, we see that 
N(S,) = $+ > M”exp(-csdlogMlogm - 2cslogM) 
M 
>M m-cslogm 
as required. •I 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 WHEN ho = 1 
Since ho = 1, we have (A, II) = ( w orsomewEO~.WriteX=wXi,~=w~~ ) f 
and 
XL = a&” + bp;I, x, = wmxA. 
For m > n 2 0, m > cl, xn # 0, we have, by Lemma 5, x,x,, # 0. Now 
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Thus we may assume (A, p) = (1). Define 
km) B - 
(%I, %I) ' 
a’ = n ‘./%B, 
rnlh 
We proceed to prove that 
(15) N(K) > A4M’4 
whenever m >n > 0, m > cl0 2 cl , x,, # 0. We deal with the following two 
cases separately. 
(i) Assume m > cl, 0 < n < i m, x, # 0. 
From Lemma 6 and Lemma 8, we see that 
2 l-l N(P) ord, x,,, - ord, x, _ W&t) N(Sm) 
Plh - N(S,) ’ IN( 
> M”-C810gm 
CzMn 
2 Mmi4 for m > cl1 2 cl. 
(ii) Assume m > cl , irn 5 n < m, x, # 0. Similarly to [PI, set 
r+$ (n= 1,2,...). 
Since X and p are algebraic integers such that A/p is not a root of unity, we see 
thatr,#Oandr,ECJK(n=1,2,...).Forn>l,define 
1/, = n t$%rn. 
a-ll,G 
Let t = m - n, then 0 < t _< i m. We have, by direct calculation, 
x, = x,+t = xdr+l - hxn-lrt, 
whence 
J&z = (&, -52) = (&%z- lrt,X?l) 
So x,,, 1 (Q)(G,,x~- I) and hence 
(16) XL,. I(&, St- 1)Vt. 
On the other hand, from the following identity 
x,” - (A + p)xnxn- 1 + x/%x,2_ 1 = -(Ap)n-‘ab(X - p)2, 
which can be verified by direct calculation, we see that 
(17) (sn, s, _ 1 j2 = pip 632min(ord,,.x,,ord,.r,~ 11 1 qjj _ /#, 
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Further note that 
N(V,) I 
I 
lN(rf)l = INCA’ - pf)I 
INA - PI I 
jN(X - &2dM’ 5 JN(X - P)I-~~~M~‘~. 
Hence we have, by (16) and (17) 
(N(X;;,)12 I IN(ab)lIN(X - ~)l~lW’dl~ 5 lN(ab)14dM”. 
Observing that B’ = &IX,!,,,, we get, by Lemma 8, 
N(I?') = N(Sm) 
Mm-cslogm 
N(X;,.) > 2d(N(ab)11’2W’/2 
> Mmi4 for m > ~12 > ct. 
On combining cases (i), (ii) and taking cl0 = max(crr ,crz), we obtain (15). 
Now, write P = P(B’). By ord, f3’ 5 ord, a < ord, x,, Lemma 7 together 
with (15) gives, for m > ~10, m > n 2 0, xn # 0, that 
$ m log M < log N(Z?‘) = C ord, f?’ . log N(p) 
PI@ 
I 
5 C C ord, xm .&,hv 
PSP PIP 
(18) 
< c6 log Wlog ml2 pl$p (logP)-’ @Tp Pfp > 
5 cglogM(logm)2 C pd 
p_<P logp’ 
Here the last inequality follows from the inequality 
cpf@ <pLf@ <pd 
PIP 
Now 
c pd < log9 pd pd+l - - 7r(P) < 2 ___ 
ply low - log8 logp (log P)2 ’ 
since r(P) < 1.3P/lag P (see [RS], p. 69, formula (3.6)). Thus 
$mlogM < 2c~logM(logm)2Pd+1/(logP)2, 
and hence 
It follows from the above inequality that 
( > (d p ( &I, &) = P(B) >_ P(F) = P > Clm’i(d+‘), 
whenever m > n > 0, m > C2, x, # 0. This proves Theorem 1 when ho = 1. q 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 WHEN ho > 1 
In this section, denote by c{, ci, . . effectively computable positive numbers 
depending only on d, a, b, X, p and he. And, we shall preserve the notations 23, 
a’, xrI,ll, x ,/,,,, r,, V, and P = P(f3’) as in Section 3. Write 
m = horn’ +j, 0 <j < ho; n=hon’+i, O<i<ho. 
By the definition of he, we have (Xho, pho) = (w) for some w E: OK. Write 
%,t = qL)t + W(t%J with X, = Xho/w, /IW = phO Jw. 
Thus &,/pU is not a root of unity by (3), and 
x, = w 111’ Xj& and X, = W”‘Xi,nl 
Define 
We first prove that 
(19) N(Sj,,,) > M;‘-+gm’ 
whenever m’ > CT;, where M, := @=, max(l Ip,.?‘]) > 1 + CO by Lemma 4. 
On noting that if p ,/’ Xp then 63 ,/ Awpw, we get 
(20) Sj,,/ = &FP @ordPxl’m’/l’ll~li,~P Q”‘dPXi’m’. 
U W? 
Since (A,, pL,) = (1), we may apply Lemma 8 to 
Xj,ml =(CZAj)A~'+(b/Lj)/Jd,"' 
and obtain 
whenever m’ > c;, where 
with cl = q(d,a,b) given in Lemma 5 and cs = cs(d,a,b) given in Lemma 8. 
Now for every prime ideal p with p ,/’ &,pU and p ( Xp, and for m > ci, we have 
ord x, P J,mf = ord,(-bpj) f ord&,“‘) + ordp((-a/b)(X/p)ho”“+j - 1) 
= ord,(&j) + ordp((-a/b)(X/p)ho”l’+j - 1) 
< (~llog2)o~~;omax(@~j),~(~~j)) 
_ 
+ ctspfy 1ogM. loglog(4M) . log(hom’ +j) 
< ci logm’, 
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by Lemma 3, part (i) of Lemma 2 and the facts that pfp 5 ]N(Xp) 1 (since 63 )Xp) 
and that M > 1 + CO (by Lemma 4). Thus 
5 IN( - c;1ogm < m’C;. 
On combining (20), (21), (22) and using MU > 1 + CO we obtain (19). Now, sim- 
ilarly to Section 3, we split into two cases to verify 
(23) N(B’) > M,““4, 
whenever m > C2 := max((c$ + l)ho, cl), m > n 2 0, x, # 0, where c$ will be 
determined in the sequel. 
(i) Assumem>ct,O<n< im,x,#O.ForpwithQ,/)/p,wehave 
ord, X, = ord, xj,mt and ord, x,, = ord, x~,~‘, 
since p i Xp implies ord, w = 0. Thus 
On the other hand, 
[ N(~,,.J) < ]N(xi,./)( 
d 
I-I I(d+J’ + b&LJy)l 
f=l 
5 
( 
2d max fi max((a(‘)A(‘)‘l, Ib(‘)p(‘)‘I) 
Oli-cho t=l > 
. MJ'. 
Hence, on noting that 
i m’ = i [m/ho] 2 [n/ho] = n’, 
we obtain from (19), (24) and (25) that 
N(B’) > M~‘-“‘-C~logm’ > Mz’j4 form’ > ci 2 ci. 
(ii) Assume m > cl ,im<n<m,x,#O.Lett=m-nandt’=[r/hs].Thus 
O<t<im, 01 t’< irn’ and t=hot’+l withO<Z<ho. 
Now, as ~3 1 Xb implies 63 1 w and 
rt = w”(X’(kJ” - P[(clW)“)/(X - II), 
we have 
(26) 
NV,) I IN(J+d - d(,d’)l 
< 2dMlM” < 2dj@a - ‘M” w- W’ 
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By (16), (17) and (26) we obtain 
N(K&) I (N(ab)(1’2(N(X - pL)I. 2dMhO-‘M;‘. 
This estimate and (19) yield 
On combining cases (i) and (ii), choosing cf = max(c& cl’s), we complete the 
proof of (23). 
Now, similarly to Section 3, an application of Lemma 7 to xj,m’ gives, for 
every ga 1 Xp and m > cl, that 
ord, x,,, = ordg(W”‘xj,,/) = ordpxj,M, 
= ord,(aXj(X,)“’ + bpj( ,u~)~‘) 
Pf, 
< 4 f,(logp)2 
log M, . (log m’)‘, 
and we have form > n 2 0, m > C2, x,, # 0, that 
pdfl 
$m’logM, < logN(13’) I ci210gM,. (logm’)2 ----. 
(log JY2 
Thus 
pd+l I 
(log P)2 > “3 (loTm/)2 ’ 
which yields 
p ( 
btl) ( > &,&I) = P(B) > P(Z3’) = P > c;,(m’)llcd+‘). 
Therefore, for m > n 2 0, x, # 0, m > C2, we have 
p > c’ (,~)ll(d+l) 
14 
> ( (2ho~I~d+Ij)m1~(d+1J =: Clm’lcd+‘). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. ~7 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section we denote by cl, ~2, . . . the constants introduced in Section 2, 
which depend only on d, a, 6, and denote by cr, cg, .. . effectively computable 
positive numbers depending only on d, a, b, ho. By the definition of ho, we have 
(Po,,&) = ( w ) f or some w E 0~ and we write again 
A, = XhQ/W, pu = pihO/w, M, = fi max()X(j)l /p(j)/) I.&J) w. 
j=l 
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Note that 
(27) ym := x$‘/u” E OK, 
which can be verified by observing y, = xc(a + !I(~/A)“)~” = p,“(a(X/p)“‘+ b)ho, 
whence ord, y, L 0 for every prime ideal p in 0~ by (4). We prove now 
(28) Iyi)l > max(l@j, J~Sj)~)mexp(-c~logM,logm) 
for m > c! > cl and 1 I j < d. Obviously it suffices to prove (28) for j = 1. 
Without loss of generality we may assume (pJ > jX,J. Then we write 
(29) ym = (-b)h”PL,“((-u/b)(X/# - l)ho. 
Arguing similarly to part of the proof of Lemma 6, we see that 
and 
I 1% IVPII 5 I 1% ILlPldll 5 logMA, 
whence, using M, > 1 + co, we obtain 
and 
(13’) max(h(X/p), ILog(~/~)l, wp) L ~7 logp . log Mu. 
On applying Lemma 1 to the linear form in (6) (with (8’) in place of (8)) and 
utilizing (29), we obtain (28). Note that (28) implies 
(30) l~(Yrn)l > NY* form > c;’ (c;’ > cl). 
We now proceed to prove that for every prime ideal ga in 0~ 
(31) ord, y,,, < cl Pf, 
f,(logP)2 
log M,(logm)* 
for m > ct > ct. Note that (X,, pU) = 1, whence, without loss of generality we 
may assume ord, pU = 0 and then (29) gives 
(32) ord, y,,, = hsord,b+hsord,((-a/b)(X/p)” - 1). 
Now on applying part (ii) of Lemma 2 to ordP((-u/b)(X/p)m - 1) (with (13’) 
in place of (13)) and Lemma 3 to ord, b, and utilizing (32), we obtain (31). 
By(30),form > cfwehave(y,) # (1)andwewritepr <p2 < ... <p,forall 
prime numbers lying below some prime ideal divisors of (y,). Thus 
p := P((Ym)> = pr, Q := Q((v,J) = ~1~2.. .pr. 
By (30), (27) and (31), we see that for m > ct = max(c;‘, c{) 
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I 
(33) < 4 wG(logm)‘,~~ (lWPJ’ p,+ 
I 
2 C~10gM~(10gm)2 2 pj!/lOgJIj. 
L j=l 
Now the first inequality of Theorem 2 follows by arguing as at the end of Sec- 
tion 3 and by noting P((x,)) 2 P, which follows from (27). Further by applying 
twice the inequality br b2 . . . b, > bl + b2 + . . . + b, for any real numbers bj > 2 
(1 <j 5 r), we see from (33) that m/2 < c;‘(logm)2Qd/ log Q, whence 
Qd/ log Q > c{m/(logm)2, 
which together with Q((xm)) > Q (by (27)) implies the second inequality of 
Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 is thus complete. q 
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